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Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute chief executive Geoff Prince.

Five intensive programs designed to nurture high-level niche mathematical skills have been
safeguarded after a $2 million federal funding extension.
Geoff Prince from the Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute said the renewal of the funding by
Education Minister Simon Birmingham, meant that two residential schools for honours to postdocs, a
vocational research scholarship program for undergraduates and a week long symposium in bioinformatics all
had guaranteed funding for another four year period.
AMSI will also launch a new program in research optimisation.
“The next phase of the evolution is to also clone the BioInfoSummer event into one for research optimisation
(AMSI Optimise), which has to do with logistics — whether it’s transport, manufacturing or mining,”
Professor Prince said.
“We really want to be able to graduate more students who have both qualifications and industry experience in
research optimisation.”
AMSI’s PhD intern program will be integrated into the bioinformatics and optimisation events, with AMSI in
the process of developing new business development roles to help find placements for PhDs.
Professor Prince said the internships would ordinarily take place in the months between the thesis being
lodged and it being returned.
But he said differences in university policies as to student status during those limbo months could mean some
students would not be defined as a fulltime student and therefore not able to undertake an internship.
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Pressure over finance misconduct record
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JARED OWENS

Bill Shorten is under pressure over Labor’s record on finance sector misconduct, as the government overhauls
ASIC.
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SA ‘shipbuilding here to stay’
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Malcolm Turnbull has told South Australian voters of his “long-term commitment” to Australia’s defence industry.
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Shambles on Cloud Nine
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J O H N LY O N S

The Nine Network’s attempt to rescue staff from Beirut is turning into a shambles as 60 Minutes crisis
deteriorates.
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‘Dork’ factor in play
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EAN HIGGINS

Bill Shorten faces a problem in what is shaping up as a more than usually presidential campaign: his ‘dorkiness’.
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Lib MP in hot water over petition
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S A R A H M A RT I N

Liberal MP Ann Sudmalis could be dumped from her marginal seat before the election after accidentally signing petition.
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Cough up $222K: Cash to TWU
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ELIZABETH COLMAN

The Turnbull government is demanding the TWU repay a six-figure sum it received to publicise Labor’s RSRT.
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McGregor ‘retirement’ bombshell
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Has one of the UFC’s top draws, Conor McGregor, just announced his retirement on Twitter?
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Childcare costs soar
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Parents paying 37 per cent more for childcare than in January 2012, when centres were forced to hire more staff.
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What to watch for in New York
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DANTE CHINNI

New Yorkers are casting their votes in Democratic and Republican primaries. Here are five key factors to watch
for.
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Parties plot secret debt deals
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MICHAEL MCKENNA, SARAH ELKS

Queensland’s government and opposition have both been secretly exploring ways to raise new funding.
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